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LEDs as chemical sensors 
Researchers at the Unhrersity of 
WIsamsin-Madlson have shown 
how chemical exposure can aker 
the surktce structute of LED mate- 
rials and cause the light intensi- 
ty to fluctuate (Nature, Jan 25 
issue). Potential applications are 
as simple, highly sensitive sen- 
sors of chemicals in the air or 
water, or sensors integrated on 
to computer chips for accurate, 
inexpensive and mass-pro- 
ducible “laboratories on a chip”. 
Conventional chemical sensors 
in home safety systems that are 
used to detect smoke, radon or 
carbon monoxide are also used 
to monitor air and water pollu- 
tion and monitor problems in 
car engine performance. But the 
existing technology comprises 
complex systems of separate rel- 
atively primitive components 
made from a varlety of materials. 
sophistication of IC technology 
can be applied to a wide range 
of non-electrical processes, e.g. 
genomics, chemistry, mechanics 
and software development. 
“There’s a big movement to 
make sensors smaller, more ver- 
satile and to use the economy of 
scale you get from the semicon- 
ductor industry~ says professor 
of chemical engineering and 
materials science Thomas Kuech. 
National Science Foundation 
initiative), the challenge is to 
show how the power and 
As part of the project “KYZ on 
a Chip” (funded through a US 
In past research, co-author and 
professor of chemistry Arthur 
Ellis showed that light emitted 
Erom these materials could be 
altered by exposure to chemi- 
cals. Fllis teamed with Kuech 
and electrical and computer 
engineer Luke Mawst to apply 
tbis to a new class of sensors. 
They first changed the surface 
of the light-emitting structure to 
enhance its chemical sensitivity, 
then integrated it onto a chip 
with a nearby detector system, 
where both the emitter and 
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detector can communicate. 
When placed in a chemical 
enviromnent, the chemicals 
that interacted with the surface 
changed the amount of light 
emitted - and thus detected. But 
rather than just indicating the 
presence of that chemical, the 
system was als0 sensitive to tbe 
amount in the air. 
They will next try to better 
understand the basic chemical 
mactions on the surfaces of LEDs 
in order to optimise the process. 
An ultimate goal of the “lab on a 
chip” research is to create a real- 
time response to enviromnental 
dangers (e.g. a chemical spill in 
a river or the threat of chemical 
warfare or bio-terrorism). 
AllnGaP 660 nm 
epiwafers 
To address (i) a “shortage of 
highquality 660 mn AlGaAs epi- 
wafer and chips” outside Japan 
(e.g. inTaiwan and mainland 
China - witb Japanese LPE epi- 
wafer suppliers not planning to 
expand capacity) and (ii) “long- 
term complaints from end-users 
about poor reliability perform- 
ance”, Uni J..ight Tecbology 
(Taoyuan,Taiwan) has begun 
mass production of 660 mn epi- 
wafers which use a patent-pend- 
ing AlInGaP structure and show 
no degmdation after in-heuse 
16s hours barechip bum-in test 
under condition of 60°C. 
In the past a few companies 
tried to produce AlInGaP-based 
660 mn chips but failed to 
improve luminous intensity 
(about 1@15 mcd). Uni Light 
can now supply epiwafer and 
chips brighter than 40 med. 
Uni Light makes 572,590,595, 
605,615,625 and 630 mn 
AlInGaP at about 5000 epiwafers 
and 25-30m chips per month, 
but is growing rapidly due to 
increasing demand for outdoor 
display panels and backlighting 
of automobile dashboards. 
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